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AQUAPONIC TERMINOLOGY

AQUAPONICS
Aquaponics is a system of using waste from fish culture to hydroponically grow plants. �e fish are 
typically in a self-contained recirculating aquaculture system with filtration that captures and/or converts 
fish waste for removal or conversion into non-toxic byproducts.

HYDROPONICS
Hydroponics is growing plants in a soilless system, with water used as a medium to deliver nutrients. 
Aquaponics marries the two systems using the converted and captured fish waste to provide a naturally 
produced nutrient stream to plants, suppyling them with the nutrients they need for efficient growth.

COUPLED SYSTEMS
Coupled Systems flow fish culture water directly from the fish culture tanks through the hydroponic plant 
culture system, where there is some direct uptake of nutrients and some improvement in the water 
returning to the fish culture system. A constant stream of diluted nutrients is available to the plants.

DECOUPLED SYSTEMS
Decoupled Systems separate the fish culture and the plant culture systems by using a filtration system that 
captures and removes fish waste. �e fish waste is then further processed and clarified for use in the 
hydroponic plant culture as an organically produced liquid fertilizer. �is system has several advantages in 
that it separates fish and plant diseases or treatments, allows for operation of the two systems at different 
pH levels, and avoids issues with harvest interruption.

HYBRID COUPLED SYSTEMS
Hybrid Coupled Systems utilize both approaches and are capable of operating solely as either. Filtered fish 
water is directly processed through the plant culture system and returned to the fish culture system, making 
the nutrients from culture water directly available after the filter has clarified them. �e filter is used to 
capture and concentrate the nutrient-rich solid waste from the fish and transfer it to a clarifying and 
digesting system that will break it down and process it to a complex, clarified nutrient solution that can be 
dosed back into the general stream of the combined fish/plant culture water. 

DEEP WATER CULTURE (DWC) RAFTS
DWC Rafts use a floating culture raft in a shallow tank (6-12 inches generally) to culture plants. �e 
floating rafts allow plants roots to contact the nutrient-rich culture water. Tight designed spacing over the 
surface of the raft makes this ideal for lettuce, kale, basil and similar crops.

DEEP WATER CULTURE (DWC) BUCKETS
DWC Buckets use a large bucket to flow nutrient solution in and out. Plants are suspended in a growth 
media (clay pebbles or other type) in a basket that is suspended in the top of the bucket, and partially 
submersed in the nutrient solution. As roots develop they will grow down, through the basket and media, 
into the solution providing a constant flow and availability of nutrition for larger and higher fruiting 
plants.
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APHCR1:
(Aquaponics Hybrid Coupled Raft 1)

» 8 ft x 24 ft circulated DWC with 672 planting sites.  
 Beaver Plastic planting rafts. 28 sites per raft.
 2 cubic ft bead filter. Sludge waste sump & dual 35 gal cone bottom clarifier tanks with stands. Pump 
assisted backwash. 
 Dual fish culture tanks 210 gal each. 160 gal sump.
 DWC- food grade liner with galvanized sidewall construction. 4 ft spacing on sidewall supports with 8 ft 
span light support bars.
 200 liters per minute (lpm) combined aeration for fish, clarifiers and DWC. 60 lpm back up aeration. 
 Capacity: 450 pounds of fish production* and 5,500 heads of lettuce per year**.
 *1/6 lb per gallon and feed at 2% of bodyweight per day**, 42 days to harvest. 
 Approximately 800 square feet.

$10,950 Prices subject to change. Systems include hardware only. Consumables and supplies for operation sold separately

Sends filtered fish culture water directly to the lettuce raft deep 

water culture beds. It also is mineralizing and clarifying fish waste to 

dose back increased nutrient levels into the system, in order to 

support an abundant production of leafy green vegetables.

HYBRID COUPLED RAFT SYSTEMS
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APHCR2:
(Aquaponics Hybrid Coupled Raft 2)

» (2) 8 ft x 24 ft circulated DWC with a total of 1344 planting sites.
 Beaver Plastic planting rafts. 28 sites per raft.
 3 cubic ft bead filter. Sludge waste sump & dual 35 gal cone bottom clarifier tanks with stands. Pump 
assisted backwash.
 (4) fish culture tanks 210 gal each. 220 gal sump.
 DWC- food grade liner with galvanized sidewall construction. 4 ft spacing on sidewall supports with 8 ft 
span light support bars.
 300 lpm combined aeration for fish, clarifiers and DWC. 60 lpm back up aeration.
 Capacity: 900 pounds of fish production* and 11,000 heads of lettuce per year**.
 *1/6 lb per gallon and feed at 2% of bodyweight per day**, 42 days to harvest. 
 Approximately 1,000 square feet.

$19,750 Prices subject to change. Systems include hardware only. Consumables and supplies for operation sold separately

Sends filtered fish culture water directly to the lettuce raft deep 

water culture beds. It also is mineralizing and clarifying fish waste to 

dose back increased nutrient levels into the system, in order to 

support an abundant production of leafy green vegetables.

HYBRID COUPLED RAFT SYSTEMS
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APDCB1:
(Aquaponics Decoupled Bucket 1)

» 18 ft circulated Deep Water Culture Buckets.
 2 cubic ft bead filter. Sludge waste sump & dual 35 gal cone bottom clarifier tanks with stands. Pump 
assisted backwash.
 Dual fish culture tanks 210 gal each. 160 gal sump.
 150 gallon nutrient storage tank.
 (18) 5-gallon culture buckets with in/out port and 8” mesh pot, airline, and airstone. Lightweight culture 
media included.
 Capacity: 450 pounds of fish production*. Supports continual robust production of 18 
high-nutrient-demand/fruiting plants**.
 *1/6 lb per gallon and feed at 2% of bodyweight per day**. 
 Approximately 800 square feet.

$8,975 Prices subject to change. Systems include hardware only. Consumables and supplies for operation sold separately

Allows for development of higher nutrient levels & pH adjustments 

of the nutrient solution, which is delivered to each plant for robust 

growth and production of high-demand crops and fruiting 

vegetables.

DECOUPLED BUCKET DWC SYSTEMS
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APDCB2:
(Aquaponics Decoupled Bucket 2)

» 36 ft circulated Deep Water Culture Buckets.
 3 cubic ft bead filter. Sludge waste sump & dual 35 gal cone bottom clarifier tanks with stands. Pump 
assisted backwash.
 (4) fish culture tanks 210 gal each. 220 gal sump.
 300 lpm combined aeration for fish, clarifiers and DWC. 60 lpm back up aeration.
 150 gallon nutrient storage tank.
 (36) 5-gallon culture buckets with in/out port and 8” mesh pot, airline, and airstone. Lightweight culture 
media included.
 Capacity: 900 pounds of fish production*. Supports continual robust production of 36 
high-nutrient-demand/fruiting plants**. 
 *1/6 lb per gallon and feed at 2% of bodyweight per day**. 
 Approximately 800 square feet.

$13,900 Prices subject to change. Systems include hardware only. Consumables and supplies for operation sold separately

Allows for development of higher nutrient levels & pH adjustments 

of the nutrient solution, which is delivered to each plant for robust 

growth and production of high-demand crops and fruiting 

vegetables.

DECOUPLED BUCKET DWC SYSTEMS
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HPR1:
(Hydroponic Raft System 1)

» 8 ft x 24 ft circulated DWC with 672 planting sites.
 Beaver Plastic planting rafts. 28 sites per raft.
 Nutrient distribution tank and 20,000 liter per minute water circulation pump.
 DWC- food grade liner with galvanized sidewall construction. 4 ft spacing on sidewall supports with 8 ft 
span light support bars.
 60 lpm combined aeration for fish, clarifiers and DWC.
 Capacity: 5,500 heads of lettuce per year.
 250 square feet.

$6,500 Prices subject to change. Systems include hardware only. Consumables and supplies for operation sold separately

Provide vegetable production without the fish culture. This system 

uses commercially available hydroponic nutrients to grow your 

vegetables. Raft Systems are ideal for growing leafy green vegetables 

and herbs.

HYDROPONIC SYSTEMS
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HPB1:
(Hydroponic Bucket System 1)

» 24 ft circulated Deep Water Culture Buckets.
 60 lpm combined aeration for nutrient tank and  DWC buckets.
 150 gallon nutrient storage tank.
 (24) 5-gallon culture buckets with in/out port and 8” mesh pot, airline, and airstone. Lightweight culture 
media included.
 Capacity: supports continual robust production of 24 high-nutrient-demand/fruiting plants.   
 Approximately 200 square feet.

$3,950 Prices subject to change. Systems include hardware only. Consumables and supplies for operation sold separately

Provide vegetable production without the fish culture. This system 

uses commercially available hydroponic nutrients to grow your 

vegetables. Bucket Systems are ideal for growing higher nutrient 

demand, fruiting vegetables.

HYDROPONIC SYSTEMS
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GROW LIGHTING
 We supply high quality LED fixtures with correct 
spectrum selection and layout for your crop.
 Fluorescent and HPS are also available. Whether 
you need a single fixture or a commercial layout 
and controllers, we will provide a quality plan.

AERATION
 We are experts in aeration and can help you 
select the correct equipment to aerate and de-gas 
your system for healthy fish and rapid plant 
production.
 Linear compressors | Regenerative blowers | 
Professional quality diffusers 

ACCESSORY ITEMS

PUMPS
 High quality pumps, available in both direct 
drive and mag drive, provide efficient water 
movement through your system.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
 Aquaponics fish feed | Water testing kits and meters | Water conditioners and treatments | Culture 
components for plants and fish | Specialty plumbing parts

FILTERS
 We have equipment and expertise to provide you 
with a filtration design and proposal for any size 
project. Biofiltration, Solids removal, UV filtration. 
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SCHOOLS/STEM
Hydroponics and aquaponics bring a world of 
interactive and dynamic learning to students of all 
ages. Young students learn first hand where food 
comes from and how it grows. Major areas of 
learning are chemistry, physics, geometry, 
mathematics, and biology.

CORRECTIONS FACILITIES
Aquaponic/hydroponic food production provides 
several advantages to correctional facilities. �ese 
systems use less water than traditional gardening and 
are compact, in addition to being able to utilize 
existing space. Sustainable production of pesticide 
free, year-round fresh greens, and fruiting vegetables 
can be achieved. Inmates learn job skills, grow their 
own nutritious food, and are motivated to take pride 
in the project.
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RELEVANT INDUSTRIES

URBAN FARMING
Aquaponics/hydroponics create profitable farms on a local level, and on a fraction of the land necessary for 
traditional farms. �ese farms market locally, with almost zero transportation costs, and are used by food 
banks and other non-profit organizations to combat food desert issues in inner cities. Urban farms also 
supply farmers markets and help provide a sense of community.  

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION
Successful commercial production is being demonstrated as farmers produce high-demand, nutritious food 
in local markets, as well as for distribution. Vegetables are nutritious and have a longer shelf life. Lower 
land costs, extended seasons, higher prices for produce, predictable production, fewer pests, and less 
harvesting labor all contribute to increased profits. And don’t forget that aquaponics has an incredible story 
to tell with the sale and branding of produce.



ABOUT US
Enterprise Aquatics, LLC o�cially began in 2017 as a result of 
over 20 years in aquaculture and plant production industry 
experience. Our goal is to provide science-based, high-quality 
systems and components to the industry.  

Ken Rust graduated in Aquaculture in 1994 from LSU and has 
extensive experience with aeration and filtration for aquaculture 
systems.              

We strive to be both professional and personal in our approach. 
We look forward to hearing from you about your project.
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